Square Technology Group Co., Ltd

Self-Stacking Spiral Freezer Presentation

China Largest Freezing Equipment Manufacturer
1300 employees, 64 acres land

Group Profile
Square Technology Group Co. Ltd (formerly Nantong Square Freezing & Heating Mechanical
Equipment Co. Ltd.) is a listed company in Shanghai-stock Exchange. The company has
been manufacturing freezing systems for over 30 years and is the largest freezer
manufacturer in the world.
Our manufacturing facility is located in Nantong, China, with some 1300 employees and 64
acres’ land. We serve a wide range of food processing industries and can draw from our
extensive experience to provide our customers the best value and ensure maximum
profitability.
The product line includes Self-stacking spiral freezer, low-tension spiral freezer,plate freezer,
tunnel IQF, refrigeration unit, cold storage, air cooler, ice machine, etc.

Product Introduction
The self-stacking spiral freezer is a compact and hygienic
freezer design. Compared to the traditional low tension
spiral freezer, the self-stacking spiral freezer eliminates
the rails supporting the belt, that means up to 50% more
freezing output with the same foot print. The conveyors
are almost 100% accessible to cleaning thanks the
elimination of the belt rail and drum. The freezer has
combined the state-of-the-art clean-in-place (CIP) system.
An open, easily cleanable and accessible design optimizes
sanitation standards and decreases system downtime for
cleaning and maintenance. This feature reduces
contamination and extends the life of the equipment by
preventing waste buildup and simplifying the cleaning
process. All hollow pipes and tubes were eliminated on
structural components, and horizontal surfaces are
sloped. The drive system operates completely on rolling
friction so less lubrication is required than the traditional
low tension spiral freezers.

Features
The unique belt design contains the product in a self-contained freezing zone, for gentle ,
uniform handling and superior hygiene.
The vertical airflow of high velocity touch the product through all stacks, providing even,
quick, efficient freezing result.
The self-stacking spiral gives smooth, reliable, jam-free operation. No Christmas-treeing,
overstretching, ‘flipping’ the belt or manual lubrication.
The self-stacking spiral conveyor can reduce the belt tension. Reduced the motor size,
less lubricant, no belt flipping or over-stretching.

Fan locates on the evaporator’s dry side. Minimizes frost and maximizes heat transfer,
uptime, production.

Features
Variable speed belt and process time indicators
Long intervals between defrosts for uninterrupted processing
Single source responsibility for design and performance
In-line freezing for continuous production
Precise process control
Greater efficiency with -40 F refrigeration temperature
CIP(clean-in-place) , open and hygienic structure, easy to clean
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Key Components-Insulated enclosure
 Home made high-density insulation panel
(density 42kg / m³) manufactured with
German Hennecke.

 Fully welded enclosure is optional,
minimized cold loss, water proof, hygiene.
 The enclosure door (150mm) is double
sealed and equipped with a constant
heating cable to provide good insulation and
prevent the personnel from being trapped
inside.

Key components-Ball Chain Drive System

Two circle of Chain-Ball Drive, provide smooth and low-friction drive of the conveyor
belt
The drive chain runs(floats) over the bearing balls to minimize the friction. It needs
smaller drive motors, less lubricant.
Long service life and less noise thanks to low friction and chain tension
The rotation of the inner and outer chains are perfectly synchronized with

Key Components-Chain Drive System

Bearing Ball

Inside guide

Inner chain

Outside guide
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Key Component-Automatic drive chain lubrication system

Guide lubrication system
SKF guide lubrication system
automatically continuously deliver the
lubricant evenly to all lubrication

points(ball, rail and UHMW wearstrip)
The lubricant usage is minimized with
PLC control system

Key Component-Automatic drive chain lubrication system

Self-stacking mesh belt forms a self-enclosed product
area
Closed product area and optimal freezing efficiency
Belt stack forms special ducting and enclosed freezing
zone and works as circulation loop. Products will not fall
off the belt

Product Structure-Self-stacking Mesh Belt
Self-stacking belt with traditional mesh belt
 Thanks to the self-stacking of mesh belts, the equipment has a

minimum supporting structure and sufficient space to clean and
maintenance.
 Available belt width 660,760,1060mm.
 The self-stacking belt eliminates the belt supporting rails, provide
more effective height clearance between belt tiers. Less
structural members means less residue contamination.
 Easy to clean. Shorter cleaning time means less water and
detergent.

 Less upright poles are needed.
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 The self-stacking spiral conveyor can reduce the belt tension. Reduced the motor size, less lubricant, no
belt flipping or over-stretching.

Belt tensioner design

New belt tensioner design

Old belt tensioner design
New mesh belt tensioner features:
 Eliminated the counter-weight

pulleys and structures, easier
to clean.
 Lower tension at belt

tensioner. Less belt stretch
and longer service life.

Coil

 Available tube materials: Stainless steel, aluminum, copper
 Available fin material: Aluminum, Mg-Al alloy

 Refrigerant: NH3, Freon, CO2
 Defrosting options: Hot gas, water defrosting,
ADF(continuous air defrosting),sequential defrosting
 Powerful centrifugal fans provide constant air flow of high velocity
and pressure.
 Draw-through air flow
 Variable fin space to reduce frost build-up (24 to 12 to 6mm)
 High fin flanges to increase the heat exchanging contact area
between tubes and fins.

Vertical Control Air Flow

Airflow field characteristics:
 The vertical airflow of high velocity touch the
product through all stacks, providing even,

quick, efficient freezing result.
 The supplementary horizontal air flow can
compensate the vertical airflow to ensure the

product are frozen evenly along the belt width.
 High air velocity minimize the product
moisture loss and increase the yield.

Air defrosting system (ADF)

ADF case study





16 hours of continuous operation



1000 kg / h



Fully cooked chicken nuggets

The Air Defrosting (ADF) can extends production runs time by
150 to 200% by eliminating frost buildup on the evaporator.



The ADF blows pulses of pressurized high
velocity repeatedly over the evaporator fins while the products
continue to run in the freezer. The frost can not built up and the
heat transfer efficiency is significantly improved.



Thanks to longer runtime, the production output is increased.



The freezer inside temperature is more stable because of less
frost on the fin

With ADF

Without ADF

Air Shroud

 A fan forced air shroud is provided
to balance the air pressure at the

outfeed of the freezer, to prevent
the cold air from escaping through
the outfeed opening.

fan

CIP system (Clean-in-Place)
 The CIP cleaning system can completely clean and
disinfect the inside of the freezer to comply with the
food safety standard

 The cleaning procedure is pre-programed in the
computerized control system.
 Save labor cost and time.
 Detergent foaming----Warm Water cleaning-----Belt
Drying
 Water heater is included to provide warm water for
better cleaning result.

Applications

 Self-stacking spiral freezer is ideal to freeze meat balls, meat nuggets, and other foods of small footprint.
It features short freezing time, low moisture loss, best food frozen quality and food hygiene.
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Actual measurement: Fried Chicken Wing Drumettes
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